BSFIS- A LEVEL
PAST STUDENTS’ PLACEMENTS & ACHIEVEMENTS

MOHAMMED KHALAF–STUDYING ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE AT
UNIVERSITY OF EXETER, UK ,
INTERNSHIP AUDIT AT KPMG

HARSH GALA –TERNA MEDICAL COLLEGE NAVI MUMBAI
TOPPER IN MEDICAL COLLEGE

AASHANI SHAH –was offered ADMISSION IN all universities in UK where applied

1) UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
2) UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH
3) UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM
4) UNIVERSITY OF ST.ANDREWS
5) KINGS COLLEGE OF LONDON
6) ST.XAVIERS COLLEGE OF MUMBAI

CURRENTLY STUDYING IN JAI HIND COLLEGE  B SC.

ACHIEVEMENTS: -INTERNSHIP IN BREACHCANDY HOSPITAL PATH LAB
-INERNSHIP IN PULSE DIAGNOSTIC CENTER &
BLOOD BANK
-AVISHKAR INTER COLLEGE PROJECT AT DISTRICT LEVEL
STOOD IN TOP 10 SCHOLERS LIST IN S.Y.BSC

DEVYANI BHANDARI – B.SC AT JAI HIND COLLEGE

• INTERNSHIP IN PULSE DIAGNOSTIC CENTRE & BLOOD BANK
• STOOD 1 ST IN XPLORE (LIFE SCIENCE) F.Y.B.SC
• AVISHKAR INTER COLLEGE PROJECT QUALIFIED FOR STATE LEVEL OUT OF 80 PROJECTS S.Y.BSC

SAGAR MEHTA- Studying BMS &INTERNSHIP AT BLUE DIAMOND

ARYA JHAVERI - NMIMS

BSFIS- IGCSE
PAST STUDENTS’ PLACEMENTS & ACHIEVEMENTS

Students have secured admissions in the most reputed colleges of Mumbai. Our students have secured admissions in the reputed colleges of Mumbai like Jai Hind College, K. C. College, H.R. College and St. Xavier’s College. B.S.F.I.S. students are doing well not only academically but also are participating in various cultural events.